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Giant tree awakened from sleep
 since the Jomon period

A precious wood that can
never be obtained again

Pressive
Size

JINDAISUGI

It has been 1,200 years since itʼs grew up in the distant Mt. Chokai.  
And it's been 800 years since it was embraced by the mountainside.  
The cedar of Jindai suddenly appeared.(Bark burnt and blackened by 
volcanic ash and bath rocks.)

Feel the weight of 36 tons of 
history.

The end diameter is 3m(10shaku).
A majestic style that overwhelms 
even the earth with 1,200 years of 
tree rings.

Even with a 7-shaku measure, it 
feels small. Careful wood trimming 
according to the grain.

Mr. Suzuki from Tokyo, who was one of only four Kobiki-san in Japan at 
the time. It took him three months just to cut it into chunks with a 
custom-made seven-foot-long saw.

Length/7m (3.85間）4面ムジ
Width/2m (6.6尺）
Thickness/40cm (13寸）の杢盤
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This cedar tree has been buried 
underground for hundreds of years 
after being destroyed by a large 
explosion in 466 B.C. (2489 years 
ago). 
Around the middle of the 1970s, it 
was discovered by chance during 
the development of residential 
land in Nikaho-cho, Yuri-gun, 
Akita Prefecture.
The tree is about 1,200 years old, 
has a circumference of 11.5 
meters(38shaku)at chest height, 
a straight longitude of 3.5meters
(12shaku), and a volume of 
100cubic meters(360)per tree.
As domestic cedar, we will 
never see production again.
Discovered by chance and 
miracle, this super-class 
precious wood is left by 
nature.
 It is a precious human 
heritage.

It is determined to be approximately
1,200 years old by dendrochronology. 

Mt.Chokai Yamagata

Precious cedar
awakened from 
a long sleep

Processed into 
wood with the skillful
skill of a craftsman 
who cuts wood


